Unscramble

Unscramble the words below, and then write definitions for each on the lines.

LOBGDYOIG (2 wds.) ____________________________

YHLHORLOCPL ____________________________

ZMEEYNs ____________________________

ALELCLWL (2 wds.) ____________________________

THRLCOPLOAS ____________________________

OLMSOSYE ____________________________
Unscramble

Unscramble the words below, and then write definitions for each on the lines.

LOBGDYOIG (2 wds.) ______________________ GOLGI BODY
YHLHORLOCPL ______________________ CHLOROPHYLL
ZMEEYNS ______________________ ENZYMES
ALELCLWL (2 wds.) ______________________ CELL WALL
THRLCOPOLAS ______________________ CHLOROPLAST
OLMSOSYE ______________________ LYSOSOME

(Answers will vary):
Golgi body: “packing station” that bundles proteins
chlorophyll: soaks up sunlight for energy
enzymes: break down waste trapped in the cell
cell wall: structure surrounding and protecting the cell
chloroplast: filled with the chemical chlorophyll
lysosome: the “garbage disposal” getting rid of waste